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Abstract
The muscular-fibrous frame of the heart (MFFH) synchronizes and compensates for the pressor effect of the myocardium
between the high/low-energy regions (left/right) of the heart. The anatomical structures of MFFH (plastic muscular-fibrous
formation with a phase change in contours, valves, valve rings) form the “cardiac mean integral pressure” (CMIP). MFFH, a
variable spatial structure, forms the starting pressor levels of “opening/closing” of valves and hemodynamic vectors of the heart
chambers, systemic and pulmonary circulation, and also compensates for excess pressor pressure (having a variable gradient) at
the boundaries of the heart chambers. Throughout the cardiac cycle (CC), on the path “venous block-lung-arterial block-aorta,”
variable pressure values, compensated by the structures of MFFH, are formed between the blood flows of the right and left parts
of the heart. A mutual adaptation of stroke volume (SVs) of the ventricles is formed by phase-by-phase compensatory plastics
of MFFH. CMIP of MFFH is an integral indicator, where each point reflects: 1) CC phase (time and place); 2) the average value
of the range of values in which the equilibrium point of pressor compensation between the high/low-energy processes of this
CC phase is located. CMIP is a vector of the MFFH phase dynamics, which compensates for the excess pressor effect with a
changing gradient through CC. (International Journal of Biomedicine. 2022;12(2):227-231.)
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Abbreviations
Ao, aorta; BB, “bolus” of the blood; CC, cardiac cycle; CMIP, cardiac mean integral pressure; CS, coronary sinus; HDVM,
hydrodynamic volumetric module; IC, integral curve; IVC, inferior vena cava; LV, left ventricle; MV, mitral valve; MFF,
muscular fibrous frame; MFFH, MFF the heart; PC, pulmonary circulation; PV, pulmonary valve; PT, pulmonary trunk; PW,
pulse wave; PVs, pulmonary veins: RV, right ventricle; RA, right atrium; SC, systemic circulation; SB, stroke volume; PW,
pulse wave; MC, magnetograph curve; SVC, superior vena cava; TV, tricuspid valve; TP, trigger point; ZTEP, zone of temporal
equalization of pressure.

Basic Part
The heart, the central structural element of the
cardiovascular system, we consider as a generator of wave,
hemodynamic,(1-5) electrical, and magnetic information
impulses (packets). Life activity, in general, along with
metabolism and energy, is carried out by the transfer, storage,

and implementation of information. Being neither matter nor
energy, information needs fixation and a carrier.(6) Along with
metabolites, hormones, hemodynamic, nervous, and electrical
impulses, the information carrier is also a pulsed magnetic
field and a change in the architectonics of the MFFH. A
synchronization of integral parameters of hemodynamics,
pulse wave, and electrical and magnetic parameters of CC
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reduces the complexity of the system, on the whole, leading
to the appearance of predictable structures in the CC period.
In Figure 1, integral curves (ICs) of the high/low-energy
processes of CC, CMIP, ECG, and heart magnetograms are
synchronized.
We emphasize that the magnetogram allows us:
a) to measure quasi-constant signals, which are masked
on the ECG by the electrical conductivity of tissues;
b) to decipher “weak signals”;
c) to reflect in full the electrical activity of the heart,
not distorted by membranes, bones, skin. The inclusion of the
magnetogram in the general system of synchronization of CC
is the subject of our next publication.
We believe, understanding the depth of simplification,
that the heart conditionally can be divided into two blocks:
1) The outer muscular frame (“outer heart”), which
creates phase-changing pressor-depressor effects throughout
CC, participates in the creation of arterial and venous BBs
in the chambers of the heart with subsequent transit to the
“exchange zones,” and creates pressure gradients in the
chambers of the heart, SC, and PC;
2) The internal muscular-fibrous frame (“inner heart”),
which forms the chambers of the heart, determines the
dynamics of the interaction of high/low-energy parts of the
heart and the sequence and vectors of wave and hemodynamic
structures of the heart.
The “inner heart” MFF(7) consists of fibrous rings of the
valves (mitral, tricuspid, aortic, pulmonary artery, connected
by the membranous part of the interventricular septum),
central fibrous body, aortopulmonary fibrous junction, and
left and right fibrous triangles. We believe that the entire
muscular array of the interventricular and interatrial septa,
including the foramen ovale membrane, is also a constructive
part of this frame. It is this anatomical formation (MFF of
the “inner heart”) that synchronizes and compensates for
the pressor effect of the myocardium between the high/
low-energy regions (left-right) of the heart. The phasechanging architectonics of MFFH provides all the vectors of
the hemodynamic processes of the heart. MFFH anatomical
structures (a plastic muscular-fibrous formation with a phase
change of contours, valves, and valve rings) are the zone of
formation and functioning of the CMIP.(4,5)
We emphasize that the fibrous fibers, penetrating
all layers of the myocardium and endocardium, and the
papillary muscles, pass into the connective tissue apparatus
of the vessels of the SC and PS. From the “fibrous center,”(7)
the fibrous rings of all valves, bundles of collagen fibers
depart, along with valves, membranes, chords, ligaments,
and tendons, which make up the supporting frame of the
heart. We believe that fibrous fibers with limited extensibility
can be considered not only as structural formations affecting
the amplitude of working cardiomyocytes, but also as tensor
sensors.
MFFH is a variable spatial construct that forms
hemodynamic vectors and compensates for the pressor effect
between the heart chambers’ high/low-energy processes.
MFFH, vertically separating the right and left parts of
the heart horizontally (valve moderation), participates in

forming three pairs of phase-changing volumetric modules
of variable capacitance.
1) The first pair is formed in proper ventricular diastole
when the ventricular block unites with the atrial block and is
disconnected from the aortopulmonary block (open TV and
MV). The variable capacitances of HDVM-1 (SVC, IVC, RA,
RV, and CS) and HDVM-2 (PVs, LA, LV) are separated from
arterial volume modules of the variable capacitance by two
valve membranes at the heart output (Ao, PT).
2) The second pair of the variable capacitance is formed
in the phase of isometric contraction of the ventricles, with
closed heart valves, partial connection with the atrial block
(CS), and disconnection from the aortopulmonary block. At
the same time, the variable capacitances of HDVM-1 (SVC,
IVC, RA) and HDVM-2 (PVs, LA) are separated from arterial
volume modules of the variable capacitance of SC (Ao) and PC
(PT) by two pairs of membranes at the input and output of both
ventricles: TV-PT, MV-Ao
3) The third pair of modules of the variable capacitance
is formed in systole when the ventricular block is combined
with the aortopulmonary block and partially connected to
the atrial block (through the spongy venous chamber of the
myocardium). The variable capacitances of HDVM-1 (SVC,
IVC, RA, and CS) and HDVM-2 (PVs, LA) are separated
from arterial volumetric modules of the variable capacitance
of SC (LV) and PC (RV) by two membranes at the entrance to
the block of ventricles (MV, TV).
Synchronization of the phase dynamics of arterial and
venous volumetric modules of the variable capacitance under
the influence of the pressor-depressor effect of the myocardium
is carried out through the valvular apparatus of the heart, a
constructive component of the MFFH.
The phase-changing architectonics of the MFFH
creates the hemodynamic vectors of the heart; its anatomical
contours are the zone of formation and functioning of CMIP.
In other words, CMIP is an integral characteristic of the
“inner heart,” which is formed by the plastic structures of
the MFFH at the boundaries of the heart’s chambers by
the dynamics of excess pressure with a variable gradient.
MFFH provides a) compensation of the pressor interaction
between the myocardium (“external heart”) and the contents
of the heart’s chambers; b) the starting pressor level of
valve modulation and vectors of intra- and extracardiac
hemodynamics.
CMIP of MFFH is simultaneous: 1) an integral derivative
of the total pressor interaction of all hemodynamic tracts
with structural elements of the heart; 2) a derivative of the
myocardial pressor effect, which regulates the starting pressure
of opening/closing valves, interaction, synchronization, and
vectors of the tracts of BBs of the right and left sections of
the heart.
The primary link of intracardiac transformations is the
pressor effect of the functional syncytium, which includes
cascade dynamics of synchronous interaction between different
zones and layers of the myocardium, valvular, fibrous, and
ligamentous apparatus of the heart. With a trigger type of
response, syncytium has synchronized differences in the power
and sequence of contraction of various myocardial zones.
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Figure 1.
F(RV) – RV systole
D(RV) – isometric RV contraction
E(RV) – actual RV systole
G(AV) – opening of AV
H(PV) – closing of PV
G(TV) – opening of TV
H(AV) – closing of AV
G(MV) – opening of MV
H(TV) – closing of TV
H(MV) – closing of MV
G(PV) – opening of PV
H(PV) – closing of PV
Аcd1 – asynchronous period of ventricular systole-diastole -1
Сс1 – synchronization period of isometric ventricular contraction -1
Ас1 – asynchronous period of ventricular systole -1
Сс2 – synchronization of the actual ventricular systole -2
Асd2 – asynchronous period of ventricular systole-diastole -2
Асd2а – from closing of PV to opening of TV
Асd2b – from opening of TV to closing of AV
Cd – period of synchronization of ventricular relaxation
Cda– isometric relaxation of LV
Сdb– actual LV diastole
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4 – slow ejection phase (Er)
5 – protodiastole (P)
6 – isometric relaxation phase (IR)
7 – rapid filling phase (Fr)
8 – slow filling phase (Dy)
9 – atrial systole
A(Q) – isometric ventricular relaxation
B(Q) – actual ventricular diastole
C(LV) – LV diastole
A(LV) – isometric LV relaxation
B(LV) – actual LV diastole
C(RV) – RV diastole
A(RV) – isometric RV relaxation
B(RV) – actual RV diastole
D(Q) – isometric ventricular contraction
E(Q) – actual ventricular systole
F(LV) – LV systole
D(LV) – isometric LV contraction
E(LV) – actual LV systole
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– trigger point (TP), including ZTEP: SS-VH-SVC-CS-RV-LA
– IC of the low-energy phase of CC - ICCC1
– IC of the high-energy phase of CC - ICCC2
– CMIP
– “stabilization” point for ICC1 и ICC2 - PSIC
– “cross” point between PW and MC - CP
–"destruction” point of the CMIP gradient at the borders of the heart chambers
. – points of ZTEP coincidence
– heart valve closed
– heart valve open
1 – “isolation” of the ventricular block from atrial block and SC and PC
2 – “isolation” of the ventricular block, RA and SC from LA and PC
CP1 – “cross” of magnetogram with PW
Joint1 – asynchronous period of ventricular systole-diastole
ZTEPAD-AS – min. excessive pressor effect of the myocardium AD-AS
ZTEPVD-LV – min. excessive pressor effect of the myocardium VD-LV
AV– aortic valve; CC – cardiac cycle; CS – coronary sinus; IVC – inferior
vena cava; SVC – superior vena cava; VH – vein hepatic ; LA – left atrium;
LV – left ventricle; MV – mitral valve; PV – pulmonary valve; PT –
pulmonary trunk; RA – right atrium; RV – right ventricle; TV – tricuspid
valve; SS – sigmoid sinus; SC – systemic circulation; PC – pulmonary
circulation; ZTEP – zone of temporary equalization of pressure.
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The result is differences in the pressor parameters of the
formation and transit of BBs in the right and left parts of the
heart. BBs differ in the magnitude of the forming pressure,
density, viscosity, gas composition, electrical, magnetic,
and other parameters. Synchronized pressor action of the
myocardium initiates the interaction of BBs through anatomical
septa with different plasticity properties: RA and LA through
the foramen ovale and interatrial septum; RA and LV through
the membranous part of the interventricular septum; RV and
LV through the muscular part of the interventricular septum,
etc. In other words, throughout CC in the “inner heart” on
the tract “venous block-lung-arterial block-aorta,” there
is the formation of the averaged variable pressure values
(compensated by the plastic septa and BB volumes) between
synchronous, spatially separated blood flows of the right and
left parts of the heart.
Thus, there is a mutual adaptation of the SVs of the
heart’s ventricles, formed by 1) the pressor amplitude of
the syncytium; 2) incompressible volume of BBs; 3) MFFH
plasticity. The combination of these values creates a dynamic
intracardiac pressor balance at the border of low/high energy
processes of the heart, which we designated as CMIP.
We believe that ventricular ejections are synchronized
and ventricular SVs are mutually adapted precisely by the
interaction of the myocardium, BBs and MFFH. Hemodynamic
factors(1-4) phase-by-phase form the compensatory plasticity
of MFFH during CC. In other words, compensation for the
difference in pressor influences between the high/low-energy
parts of the heart occurs through changes in the architectonics
and utilization of excess pressure by the MFFH structures.
IC1 and IC2 (3,4) reflect the synchronous dynamics of
the bilateral pressor effect of the myocardium on MFFH,
being indicators of the dynamics of the average pressure
between the polar pressor values of the CC processes
located in the same phase segment of CC.
CMIP is an integral indicator, where each point
reflects:
1) CC phase (time and place)
2) The average value of the range of values in which
the equilibrium point of pressor compensation between the
high/low-energy processes of this CC phase is located. In
other words, CMIP is a vector of the “inner heart” phase
dynamics, which compensates for the excess pressor effect
with a changing gradient in the system of high/low-energy CC
processes.
In this work, the asynchronous period of ventricular
systole (Acd1) is of greatest interest to us, during which lowenergy CC processes, formed by the right heart sections,
are “launched.” In this period, the hemodynamic “point of
stabilization” (PSIC) is formed, which determines the pressor
dynamics of the sequential triggering of the phases of isometric
contraction (left, then right) of the ventricles.(3,4) At the end
of the period Acd1, CMIPmin forms the pressor level of the
“trigger point,” determining the pressor level of opening of
the PT valves and RVSV.(4,5) CMIPmax determines the pressor
level of AV opening and LVSV.(5) The phase sequence of this
period ensures the synchronization of hemodynamics in the
aortopulmonary, ventricular and atrial blocks.

Next period: asynchronous period of ventricular systole
and diastole (Acd2), when, with incomplete LV systole, RV
diastole begins. The period of minima of CMIP and IC1-IC2
with the intersection of their graphs at the PSIC point includes:
asynchronous period of ventricular systole-diastole (Acd1)
and the initial phase of isometric LV contraction, against the
background of the completion of the RV diastole and RA
systole.
We believe that the pressor interaction of the myocardium,
BBs and MFАР in the Acd1 phase forms pressure minima at
the «input» and «output» of the right heart, determining the
level of «starting» pressure - the «trigger» point.(3,4)
CMIP is an indicator of intracardiac pressor
balance, which is a systemic hemodynamic regulator(5)
that has characteristic components: topographic (variable
architectonics of MFFH), pressor, electrical, magnetic,
rheological, etc. CMIP is considered by us as a vector of
the system regulator of the first hierarchical level,(4,5) which
influences the third order regulators (organ) through the
second order regulators (SVs of LV and RV, PW).
In other words, the interaction of the myocardium,
BBs and MFFH during CC forms a closed cycle of direct
and feedback links of the first, second, and third hierarchical
levels of the regulatory central (cardiac) and peripheral
(organ) control of homeostasis by wave patterns. We
believe that it is this variable structure that is the “central
rhythmic process” that determines the heart rhythm and
the synchronization of electrophysiological and behavioral
equivalents, the assumption of which was made.(8)

Conclusion
The pressor dynamics of the myocardium phase-byphase forms compensatory plastics of MFFH. Changes in the
architectonics of MFFH determine the starting pressor levels
of opening/closing of the heart valves and hemodynamic
flow vectors, adapt and synchronize the ventricle SVs, utilize
excess pressure, and form a pressor balance between the high/
low-energy parts of the heart.
CMIP is an integral indicator, where each point
reflects:
1) CC phase (time and place)
2) The average value of the range of values in which the
equilibrium point of pressor compensation between the high/
low-energy processes of this CC phase is located.
CMIP is a vector of the MFFH phase dynamics, which
compensates for the excess pressor effect with a changing
gradient through CC.
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